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From the Editor:
Finally, because your editor stayed in town for a

weekend you now hold the most recent issue of Conpass
& Tape. Contained within is a varied selection of articles
that portray the wide range of subjects inclusive to the

theme of survey and cartography (and you thought that
this just included surveying caves and making maps!)

For those pesky survey errors that won't give you

closure, read Larry Fish's article on ways to find those
suckers. Dying to try out that new GPS unit? Bob Thrun
has checked it out for you. Interested in knowing how to
deal with caves where the backsite never matches the

frontsite within reasonable tolerances? Kevin Allred tells
what works for him in an article that should be entitled
"Lava Tubes Ate MyBoots." Also within these pages you

will find out what gives Bill Mixon a headache, how your

taxes are used to keep you confused, and creative ways to
recycle non-functioning rapidograph pens.

But wait, there's more! Your chairman and I (a

dangerous combination) have come up with a new section
that we hope to continue in upcoming issues. Entitled
"Cartographers Corner," this addition will focus on

showing you some new, cool, and/or innovative features

of maps. Yea, okay, so its just a thinly-veiled excuse to
publish more cave maps - but there are enough good maps

out there that we just might pull it off. Aryrray, I'm sure

that Carol will be surprised (and thrilled I hope) to see that
her map is featured first (hey - it was partly her idea).

And finally, because I hail anyone who draws,

profiles with a bit of perspective, I just had to put David -
Parr's latest computer-drawn map on the front cover. If
this is what one can do with a computer I may seriously ,

consider "recycling" all of my drafting pens.

ISSN: 1074-5696
Published in July 1996 by the Survey and Cartography

Section ofthe National Speleological Society

Edited by Pat Kambesis

Inside:
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I am pleased to see that Compass & Tape rs

alive and urell. The last issue contained a wide variety
of informative and thought-provoking articles, includ-
ing four letters to the editor. And editor Pat Kambesis
promises another round of intriguing material in this
issue"

Some of you long-time Section members may
recall several years ago rnhen there was a real dearth
of articles for the nelvsletter. This became an impor-
tant topic at the arurual SACS meeting at convention.
Someone suggested that perhaps the reason for the
lack ofarticles was that nearly everything that could be
said about cave surveying and cartography had al-
ready been written. Basically, there was nothing left
to write! There was even talk of discontinuing Com-
pass & Tape andjust providing back issues to new
members. In retrospect, it is apparent that we were
only going through one ofthe periodic lulls that happen

to even the best of publications.

It is particularly gratifying to see so many people

writing comments and responses to previous articles.
Its nice to know people actually read the newsletter
instead of just filing it away for future reference.

Compass & Tape continues to serve as a valuable
forum for the exchange of information and ideas on
cave surveying and cartography.

Recently, Pat and I discussed the idea of publishing
more cave maps in the newsletter. But simply publish-
ing random, isolated maps seemed arbitrary and some-

what pointless. We finally came up with an idea that
would be more interesting and informative. It involves
publishing maps that display a "new or improved"
technique, ones that illustrate how to handle a difficult
cartographic situation, or maps that portray a particu-
larly good example of a specific drafting method.

Thuswas bornthe ideaof a ''Cartographers Corner";

)

an ongoing feature that would describe specific carto-
graphic techniques or innovations and would show-
case one or two maps as examples. The purpose of
Cartographers Corner is not to critique maps or make

suggestions for improvements. Rather the intent is to
highlight the best features of maps. We encourage
your input. If you have a map that you admire for
specific reasons, send it along with your comments to
the editor.

I'd just like to add a few of my own comments
about some of the articles in the last issue. In his
discussion of the Cartography Salon, George Dasher
states that he does not recall any first-time cartogra-
pher ever having received an award at the salon. I
know of at least three. Ward Foeller won a MEDAL
for his first cave map (William's, Cave, VA), Hazel
Barton received a blue ribbon for her first-ever entry
in 1995 (Fault Cave, Co.), and I won a Merit award for
my first (Onyx Cave, PA). Although the standards for
maps havebecome more stringent andthe competition
stiffer over the years, I still think it is possible for a

cartographer to win an award for his or her first map.

Nevertheless, I can appreciate Don Coons' frustration
at the judging in the Salon. He is not the first one to put
an incredible amount of talent and effort into a map

only to be overlooked for an award.

d Not only has winning the map salon become more
difficult, butjudging has also. I havejudged the salon
twice, in 1985 and 1991, and I noticed a definite
difference. In the past, many more maps could be
readily eliminated fiom the competition for not includ-
ing the basics (north arrow, scale, labeled entrance,
vertical control). With the qualrty ofthe maps improv-
ing year after year, it becomes more difFrcult to select
the winners. The judges end up nit-picking about
whether or not the legend should have a box around it!
I'm not sure what the solution is. Perhaps, we should
take a clue from the Photo Salon, and provide a basic
recognition award for all maps that meet the Salon
standards. Ifpeople really feel that the judging and

awards need to be re-evaluated, we can address this
issue at the annual meeting at convention. See vou in
Salida!

Carol Vesely, Chairman
Survey and Cartography Section.



Letters to the Editor
A Few More Comments on the NSS

Cartographic Salon

Dear Editor:

I was very interested to read the discussion of the
judging criteria of the NSS Cartographic Salon in
Compass & Tape Vol. I2, No. 3. Don Coons raised

several important questions and issues, and George
Dasher, as salon chairman, provided a thoughtful
reply. I'd waited six years for this discussion, since

George and I co-chaired the committee which created

the current standards in 1990. Based on that back-
ground, I'd like to add a little more perspective to the
fray.

First, George stressed that the judging is subjec-
tive, but I'm afraid he over-emphasized it. The main
purpose in developing the judging criteria was to give

structure and obj ectivity to the salon. To avoid placing

subjective regional biases in the criteria, the commit-
tee was comprised of cartographers from around the
country. While any judging, by its nature, is infused
with some subjectivity', and thus some standards will
unfortunately change with the judges, the overall
process should have a foundation of fairness and

continuity that carries fiom year to year. In the salons

I havejudged or observed thejudging, most disagree-

ments betweenjudges have been over relatively minor
points, suggesting general fairness and objectivity.
However, in a field of good to great entries, it is the

minor points which inevitably distinguish the two.

Second, each salon is different. An unpredictable
number and variety of caves and types of maps

are entered each year. To accommodate this
facet of the salon, the judges were given some

discretionary power with the rules. While onthe
surface these may seem arbitrary, subjective
decisions, I believe they meet their purpose of
giving each salon the flexibility to meets its

often unique needs for fair judging.
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Third, Don raised the issue of the various degrees

of diffrculty in surveying caves and suggested that
difficult caves should be given greater consideration
by the judges. The committee discussed and experi-
enced a heart-felt ache of sympathy for this position,
but unanimously decided against it. This is the
Cartographic Salon, notthe Survey Salon. Regardless

ofthe hardships in surveying, once behind the drafting
table, the quality of the cartographer's work is not
affected by bone-chilling water, 1000-meter descents,
limited air supplies on SCUBA, or general physical
exhaustion (and lousy notes are produced in easy

caves too). Although the two are closley tied, the salon
is judging maps - not caves.

Fourth, I agree with Don that a re-evaluation of our
judging criteria is important, but also with George that
now is not the time. The current process has only been

used five times (not counting the preliminary version
in 1989). With a few more rounds there will be many
more good and bad points that we'll learn which will
be useful to the rules revision. Besides, the questions

-involving the various forms of computer generated

maps will likely spill into some aspects ofthe "stan-

. dard" map judging as increasing numbers of future
entries will be entirely computer drawn.

Fifth and finally, rvhile emphasis at the salon is

inevitably given to winning and losing, the real point
of the current salon is learning. In 1989, I started the
post-salon critique and the giving of critique forms to
cartographers not to glorify the so-called'' best-maps "
butto create aforumwhere cartographers, judges and

potential cartographers could discuss issues in pur-

tt...while emphasis at the salon
is inevitably given to winning
and losing, the real point of the
current salon is learning."



suit of excellence. The committee which created
the criteria felt that excellent maps were informa-
tive, complete, well o r ganized and b alanced, skill-
fully and clearly drawn and labeled, and able to
provide the viewer with a good overall impression
ofthe character ofthe cave.

While artistry may enhance a. map, it is not a

requirement for excellence. Unfortunately, some
cartographers and judges forget this fact and

others critical to cave cartography and the Salon.

We all clearly have much to learn, and well-
considered discussions like that between Don and

George will help advance our craft.

George Veni

Electronic Maps

Dear Editor.

One very important point seems to not have

been made explicitly in the discussions about
"electronic maps," by which l mean any mapthat
could only have been made with computer assis-
tance, whether or not it is presented in electronic
form. That is the fact that, at the present state of
the art, any judging will inevitably be based on the '

program, not the map, that is, on programming,
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not cartography. There is nothing inherently wrong
with that, and a competition among such pro-
grams might be useful in encouraging innovation,
although there seems to be plenty of innovation
without one. But everybody needs to be clear on
just what is being judged.

Ifone does attempt to judge among programs,
I'd hope he/she is very careful not to be side-
tracked by "gee-whiz" issues and will concen-
trate on real utility. For example, being able to
easilyview a complex cave from any angle canbe
useful in understanding its general layout. Being
able to "fly through" one on the screen seems

pretty useless to me, and a continuously rotating
display seems mainly conducive to a headache. A
printed Toporobot map on display at the 1995

convention was an impressive display of technol-
ogy. Unfortunately, it was incomprehensible.

A cave-map computer program should be
judged on what genuine utility it provides that
conventional maps do not and, to the extent that
visualization is part of the alleged utility, on
whether the display or printout bears any resem-

-blance 
to a cave.

Good caving,

Bill Mixon
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EE-gFtr*Efr E.{'C,
by Lorry Fish

Thefotlowing documentis an excerptfrom an srticle called "The Program GroaningWrote" that appeared

in RockyMoutain Caving Autumn 1986. It has beenupdated slightlyfor read ability and accurancy. Itwas
was also republished in Compass Points, a British technical caving magazine in 1995.

Introduction

In T979 I started working on a project to
computerize the survey data for Groaning Cave,

Colorado. The cave had been discovered in 1969

and I was suddenly handed ten years of survey

datathat had neverbeenprocessed byacomputer.
The early surveyors had processed all the infor-
mation by hand

and as a result,
there were many
anomolies and
problems in the
data.

When I
looked at the Groaning data,I found that many

loops near the front of the cave had large loop
closure errors. Luckily, I had more than one

survey for some of the worst loops and was able

to compare good surveys to bad surveys of the
same passage. Much to my surprise, the errors in
the surveys were not due to the accumulation of
small, random errors; but were due to major

blunders like reading the wrong end of the com-
pass needle, transposing digits on the survey

notes, mixing up azimuth and elevation, etc. By
comparing good surveys to bad , I could easily fix
a bad survey by repairing the worst blunders one

by one until the survey closed.

If you have a survey with one blunder
in it, the blunder will produce a very
specific kind of closure error.

As I played with the idea more, I discovered

that I didn't always need a good survey to find the

blunders in a bad survey. I could see that each

blunder leaves its own special mark on the closure
error. For example, an azimuth error has no effect

on thevertical component ofthe closure error, so

a compass error can never produce a vertical
error. Ifvou have a survev with one blunder in it.

the blunder will
produce a very
specific kind of
closureerror. For
example, let say

you have a l0-
foot length blun-
der oir a shot that

has an azimuth of 130 degrees and inclination of
- 10 degrees, the closure error will be I 0 feet on an

azimuth of 130 degrees and an inclination of of -
l0 degrees. To find the blunder, all you have to do
is find a shot that matches that measurement.

You can of course try to find matches by hand,

but this is very tedious. In addition, matching
azimuth and inclination is more complicated. It is
much more useful to locate the errors using a

computer. As a result, I have written a computer
program that can locate blunders in survey loops"

The details of the computer technique used



adjusted, makes the loop error go down signifi-
cantly. Therefore, you must adjust each measure-
ment, one at a time, trying to get the most
improvement for that particular measurement.
The adjustment that makes the biggest improve-
ment in the loop error is the most likely candidate
to be the blunder for that loop.

Since you adjust each measurement one at a
time, the adjustment is constrained by the other
measurements in the shot. As a result, there is a
lirnit to how much improvement each adjustment
can produce. For exarnple, if you test-adjust the
azimuth of a 10-foot shot. the result must fall on
a circle with a 10-foot radius. This constrains the
possible improvement to the circle. If the mea-

surement is not the blunder, it is very unlikely that
the adjustment will significantly improve the loop
error. This means that blunders leave unique
signatures on the loop error. By going through
the survey and adjusting each measurement in
turn, you will find that most adjustments make

modest improvements in the loop error. How-
ever, if you adjust the blundered measurement, it
will produce a dramatic improvement in the loop
error. Thus the BLUNDER program keeps track,
of the most successful adjustments. The best

adjustments will always correspond withthe worst
blunders.

There are a few things that effect the ability of
the program to locate blunders. First of all, the
initial quality ofthe loop controls sensitivity ofthe
program to blunders. If, aside for the blunder
itself, the survey is of very high quality, the
program can detect blunders as small as one foot
or one degree. If, on the other hand, the survey
quality is low, the blunders tend to get to get

blurred by an accumulation of small random
errors. In practice, this means you see several
good candidates for blunders, instead of one.

Another thing that can eflect the programs
ability to locate blunders is when you have mul-
tiple blunders in the same loop. When this hap-
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pens, the larger blunder tends to dominate and

obscure the smaller one.

The Blunder Algorithm

The trick to this technique is to find simple
routines that calculate the best adjustments for
azimuth, inclination and length measurements.
The following section describes the algorithms
for finding the best adjustment for each measure-
ment.

Azimuth Adjustment:

Figure I represents a closed cave survey loop.
Point S is the start ofthe survey, point E is the end

ofthe survey. The angle at Al is the angle we are

going to adjust. The object is to find how much to
change angle A1 to produce the best closure.

AL

Figure I - Adjusting Azimuth

If we rotate angle A1 through 360 degrees,

point A2 will describe a circle whose radius is
equal to the distance between point Al and point
42. Since the azimuth angle measurements in
cave surveying are referenced to magnetic north,
point A,2 tends to be a hinge point. That is, as A1
is rotated, the angle at A2 also changes but every

angle at every shot from M to the end of the
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survey stays the same. As a result, as Al is rotated,
E describes a secondary circle whose center is

offset from A1.

The secondary circle is important because it
represents all possible points that E can occupy as

we adjust angle A1. Thus, the best closure must
be somewhere on its circumference.

In Figure 2, C represents the center of the
secondary circle. This center is located by taking
the offset between M andE and adding it to A1.
To findthebest closure, we mustfindthepoint on
the circle that is closest to the starting point S.

Since the shortest distance between any point and

a circle must be on a radius, the best closure must
be at the point where the line C - S intersects the
circle.

A3 A2

Figure 2 - Secondary Circle

We knowthe locations of S, E, Al, A2, C and

the radius, so all of the remaining points and

angles can be calculated from this information.

In Figure 3, we construct a horizontal line
from C to H; and using point S, we construct a
right triangle. The location of G, the point ofbest

Compass & Tape Volume 12, Number 4, Issue 4a

closure, can be located using the triangle and

polar coordinates. The new closure error is the
distance between G and S, and the adjustment
angle is the difference between angle G-C-H and

angle E-C-H.

-E

A3 A2

Figure 3 - Calculating The New Angle

Length Adjustment:

' Adjusting length is more complicated because

the shot length has both the azimuth angle and dip
' angle effecting it. As a result, the shot length is

actually a vector in three dimensibnal space.

Adjusting a particular shot for best closure is, in
some ways, similiar to adjusting azimuth.

For exampie, figure 4 represents a plan view of
the survey, where S represents the start of the
survey and E the end ofthe survey. The survey has

alarge survey error^ Ifwe attempt to minimize the
closure error by adjusting the shot length of A1-
42, point E will move, drawing line L which
represents all possible adjustments of the shot.

Obviously, the best adjustment will give the short-
est distance between point S and line L.

G\
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AL

/\

s/\

Figure 4 - Adjusting Length.

Since we are working in three dimensions, it is
easiest to work using vector algebra. The shortest
distance between a point and a line in 3-D space

is given by the following formula:

d:lU x Vl

In other words, the distance from a line to a
point is equal to the length ofthe cross product of
the unit vector U and vector V. In this case. V is .

thevectorE-L andU is theunit vector forline A1-
A2. Since Al-A2 and E-L are parallel, we define
E-L from A1,4,2:

E

Once we have found d, we have two sides of a
right triangle and all other dimensions can be

easily calculated.

Dip Adjustment:

Adjusting the dip angle is the most difficult
part of the closure process. Since it is an angular
adjustment, it is similarto the azimuth adjustment
except that it takes place in three dimensions. This
is because the inclinometer is free to rotate around
the vertical axis, where as the compass is always
held in the horizontal plane.

Figure 5 is a profile plot of a survey. The
vertical or Z axrs is toward the top of the page.

Point S represents the start ofthe survey and point
E represents the end ofthe survey. As you can see,

there is a closure error between S and E

A1_

L

E

\

\

Etr,:DXi + DYJ +DZK

From this we find the unit vector:

A2

Figure 5 - Survey Profile.

In this example, A1 will be the dip angle that
will be adjusted. As with the azimuth adjustment,
when Al is rotated through 360 degrees, A2
describes a circle with Al as the center. Since all
of the shots from /eto E remain unchanged, as

the adjustment is made, A2 will hinge and E will
move through a secondary circle offset from A1.
Since the secondary circle represents the result of
all possible adjustments, the best closure must be

I
Up

A3

The distance is

products:

EEI-
lErl

then calculated using the cross

d: lU x ESI



some point on the secondary circle. The task is to
find the closest point on the circle to the starting
point S. This will be the best possible closure we
can attain by adjusting the dip angle at Al.

Since the secondary circle and the starting
point S are in three dimensions, the process of
finding the closest point is more complex.

Figure 6 represents a three dimensional view
of the secondary circle. Point S is the start ofthe
sun'ey and point E is the end of the survey.

Figure 6 - Three dimensional view of
secondary circle

The strategy for finding the closest point on
the circle to S is to find the closest point from S

to the plane of the circle. In the diagram, H is the
closest point in plane of the circle to S. Now we
calculate the intersect between H-C and the circle.
This will be the closest point to S and will repre-
sent the best possible adjustment for this shot.
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Since we know the location ofE and can calculate
the location ofB and C, this gives us two vectors
in the plane ofthe circle. C-B and C-E. By taking
the cross product of CE and CB, we get a vector
perpendicular to the plane. Taking the dot prod-
uct of C-S and the unit vector of the perpendicu-
lar, we get the distance between S and the closest
point onthe plane: point H. Adding a perpendicu-
lar vector of length H-S to the coordinates for S

gives us the coordinates for point H. With these
coordinates, all other coordinates, angles and
distances can be calculated.

In order to clarifii the adjustment process, I
have included the actual subroutines used in my
loop closure program" The code is written in XPL
a language syntactically similiar to Pascal and C.

The code sample consists of three subroutines
which correspond with each measurement in a
shot. For example, " ADJAZM" finds the best
adjustment for the azimuth of a shot. The subrou-
tine is passed a pointer to the shot in question in
the variable "SHOT".

Each subroutine returns an adjustment value
for that particular measurement. The adjustment

'is stored in the global variable "ADruST." The
units of the adjustment depend on the type of

' measurement. For example, ADruST will return
degrees from the azimuth ajusting routine. The
new error vector that results from each adiust-
ment will be returned in VECERR.

Thevariables AZM(N), LEN(N), andDIP(N) are

globals that hold the raw survey data. The vari-
ables EAST(\D, NORTH(N), and VERTICAL(I.|
are globals that hold the cartesian coordinate for
each station. The variable "RC" is used to con-
vert between radians and desrees.
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Program Listing

procedL,!re ADJAZM(SHOT) ;

\Adjust the azimuth at SHOT
integer SHOT;
real

NCENT,ECENT, \CIRCLE CENTER
OPS,ADJ,HYP, \SIDES OF TRIANGLE
A,B, \SIDES OF TRIANGLE
RADIUS, \RADIUS OF CIRCLE
PANGLE; \POLAR ANGLE

begin
\LOCATE CENTER OF CIRCLE
NC ENT. = NO RTH (S HOT)+ (N ORTH(STA PTR-
1)-NORTH(SHOT+t;;;
EC ENT: =EAST(SHOT)+( EAST(STAPTR- 1 )-
EAST(SHOT+1));

\CALCULATE RADIUS
A: =NORTH(SHOT)-NORTH (SHOT+ 1 );
B: = EAST(S HOT)- EAST(SH OT+ 1 ) ;

RADI US: =SORT(SQR(A)+SQR(B))'

\CONSTRUCT TRIANGLE AND FIND POLAR
ANGLE

Press RETURN for more; type NO to stop:
OPS:=NORTH(0)-NCENT;
ADJ:=EAST(0)-ECENT;
HYP:=SQRT(SOR(OPS)+SQR(ADJ)) ;

PANG LE: =ATA N2(OPS,A DJ) ;

\CALCULATE N EWCLOSURE ERROR
ADJ:=HYP-RADIUS;
OPS: =VERTICLE(SI-APTR- 1 )-VERTICLE(O) ;

VECE RR: =SQ RT(SO R(OPS)+SaR(ADJ));

\CALCU LATE ADJ USTMENT ANGLE
OPS: = NORTH (STA PTR- 1 )-N CENT;
ADJ : =EAST(STAPTR- 1 )-ECENT;
ADJ UST. = PANG LE-ATAN2(OPS,ADJ) ;

end;

procedure ADJ LEN(SHOT);
\Adjust the length pointed by SHOT
integer SHOT;
real

41,81,C1, WECTOR SHOT

A2,82,C2, \VECTOR S-E
43,83,C3, \DISTANCE VECTOR

AU,BU,CU, \UNIT VECTOR OF SHOT
SLEN. \SHOT LENGTH
CLEN:

begin
\CALCULATE SHOT VECTOR
A 1 :=EAST(SHOT+ t )-EAST(SHOT) ;

B1 :=NORTH (SHOT+ 1 )-NORTH(SHOT);
C 1 :=VERTICAL(SHOT+ 1 )-
vERTTCAL(SHOT);

\GET SHOT LENGTH
SLEN :=SQRT(SQR(A1 )+SQR(81 )+SQR(C1 ));

\GET UNIT VECTOR
AU:=A1lSLEN;
BU.=B1lSLEN;
CU:=C1lSLEN;

\CALCULATEVECTOR SE
A2 : = EAST(0)-EAST(STA PTR- 1 ) ;

82: = N ORTH (0)- NORTH(STAPTR- 1 ) ;

C2: =VE RTICA L(0)-VE RTI CA L(STA PTR- 1 ) ;

\GET DISTANCE VECTOR
43'=(BU*C2)-(CU.82);
g3 =-((AU*C2)-(CU.A2)) ;

-93' = (A U. 82)-(B U.A2) ;

\CALCULATE N EWCLOSU RE ER ROR
VECERR: =SQRT(SQR(A3)+5q3183)+Sq p1g3))

\GET ADJUSTMENT
CLEN :=SQRT(SQR(A2)+SQR(82)+SQR(C2)) ;

ADJ UST.=SQRT(SQR(CLEN)-SQR(VECE RR)) ;

end;

procedure ADJ Dl P(SHOT);
\Adjust the inclination pointed by SHOT
integer SHOT;
real

NINT,EINT,VINT, \INTERSECT CCOR
NCENT,ECENT,VCENT, \CENTEROF

CIRCLE
RADIUS, \RADIUS OF CIRCLE
41 , 81 ,C1 , \C-E VECTOR
A2,82,C2, \C-B VECTOR
43,B3,C3, \C-S VECTOR

l0
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A4,84,C4, \S-I VECTOR
A5,85,C5, \C-I VECTOR \GET DISTANCE WITH DoT PRoDUCT
AP,BP,CP, \PERPENDICULARTO TLEN;=(AP*A3)+(BP-83)+(CP*C3);

CIRCLE
TLEN; \LENGTH TEMP \GETVECTOR FROM STARTTO INTERSECT

begin A4:=AP*TLEN;
\GET CENTER AND RADIUS OF CIRCLE 84:=BP*TLEN:
NCENT:=NORTH(SHOT)+(NORTH(STAPTR- C4:=CP*TLEN;
1)-NORTH(SHOT+1));
ECENT.=EAST(SHOT)+(EAST(STAPTR-1 )- \cET TNTERSECTCOORDTNATES
EAST(SHOT+1)); EINT.=EAST(0)-Aa;
VCENT:=VERTICAL(SHOT)+(VERTICAL(STAPTR- N I N T : = N O RTH (0)- Ba ;

1)-VF-RTICAL(SHOT+ 1)); VINT:=VERTICAL(0)-Ca;
RADIUS:=LEN(SHOT);

\GET 2 VECTORS IN CIRCLE PLANE \GET VECTOR C-I
A'l:=EAST(STAPTR-1)-ECENT; A5:=EINT-ECENT;
B'1:=NORTH(STAPTR-1)-NCENT; 85:=NtNT-NCENT;

C5:=VINT-VCENT;
C 1 : =VERTICAL(STAPTR- 1 )-VCENT;

\CONVERT TO VECTOR BETWEEN C AND
if (RLABS(A1)<1E-4) & (RLABS(B1)<1E-4) ctRcLE|NTERSECT
then TLEN:=SQRT(SQR(A5)+SQR(85)+SQR(C5));

begin A5'=(A5/TLEN).RADIUS;
A2:=SIN(AZM(SHOT)/RC)"RADIUS; 3$'=(85/TLEN)-RADIUS;
82:=COS(AZM(SHOT)/RC)"RADIUS; 6$.=(C5/TLEN)"RADIUS;
C2'.=O..

end \GET INTERSECTWITH CIRCLE.
else lA2:=O.;82.=Q.;C2:=-RADIUS;l; -EINT:=ECENT+A5;

N INT:=NCENT+85:
\GETPERPENDICULARWITH CROSS PROD-, VINT:=VCENT+C5;
UCT

\CALCULATE ERROR
np:=((B 1"C2)-(C 1"82))', VECERR:=SQRT(SQR(EINT-EAST(0))
sp:=-((A 1.C2)-(C1. A2)); +SQR(NINT-NORTH(0))+SQR(VINT-VERTI-
CP:=((A 1.B2)-(B 1- A2)); CAL(0))),

\CONVERT TO UNIT VECTOR
TLEN:=SQRT(SOR(AP)+SQR(BP)+SOR(CP)); \CALCULATE ANGLE BETWEEN CI AND CE

ADJ UST:=ACOS(((A 1 
*A5)+(B 

1 
*85)+(Cl.C5))/

AP:=AP/TLEN; SQR(RADIUS));
BP:=BP/TLEN; end;
CP:=CP/TLEN;

\GET VECTOR C-S
A3:=EAST(0)-ECENT;
83:=NORTH(0)-NCENT;
C3: =VERTICA L(0)-VCENT;

ll
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The Accuracy of GPS Receivers and an Attempt at
Do-It-Yourself D ifferential GPS

by Robert Thrun
Copyright 1996 by Robert Thrun

This article is being submitted simultaneously to Com-
pass & Tape and the British Compass Points.

A lot of cavers are starting to use Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers to
determine cave locations with the intent of being able to easily find the caves
again. This article discusses the accuracy of GPS locations and two methods to
improve the accuracy: averaging and the use of two receivers.

Background

The United States Department of Defense
(DOD) has put up 24 satellites that make up the
Global Positioning System. The GPS satellites

transmit precisely timed signals along with their
orbital coordinates. The GPS receiver measures

the arrival time differences and uses them to get
its location relative to the satellites' locations.
The receiver gives its location in either latitude or
Ijniversal Transverse Mercator coordinates.

The advertising literature from some of the
GPS manufacturers makes it difTicult to get a

simple answer to "How accurate is it?" Each
manufacturer seems to state the accuracy in a
different way: root-mean-square error, or circu-
lar error probability, and it is not clear if they are

quoting nominal DOD specifications, giving best-

case results, or giving worst-case results. The
DOD accuracy specification could be quoted, but
to get real-world accuracy figures, we have to
actually log GPS results.

The accuracy of GPS is not as good as what
most cavers would like. In particular, DOD
imposes Selective Availability (SA) upon the

-signals sent down from the satellites. SA is a

deliberate degradation of the accuracy of the
' signals so that they will be less useful to potential

enemies. Very strangely, SA was'turned off
during the Gulf War and the Haiti invasion, two
times when we would most want to confuse the
enemy.

Many users want to get more accurate loca-
tions than are given by GPS with Selective Avail-
ability. The standard way of doing this is to

use Differential GPS
(DGPS). The US Coast
Guard feels that better
accuracy is needed for
some harbor approaches,
so they have set up a sys-

tem ofbeacons to broad-

Thus we have the ridiculous situation where one gov-

ernment agency, the DOD, puts up a very accurate
navigation system, deliberately degrades it, and two
other agencies work to undo the degradation.

t2
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cast correction information. The DGPS receiver
costs about $500 and connects to the GPS re-
ceiver. This is what is meant when a GPS receiver
is advertised as " differential-readv".

The Coast Guard beacons are located along the
coasts and the Mississippi River, not in the moun-
tain areas where we go caving. The Federal
Aviation Administration plans to install DGPS
beacons at airports. Thus we have the ridiculous
situationwhere one govemment agency, the DOD,
puts up a very accurate navigation system, delib-
erately degrades it, and two other agencies work
to undo the degradation. There are some private
companies that provide a broadcast correction
service, but they do not yet cover the inland
caving areas.

The Coast Guard DGPS supposedly provides
accuracy to 5 or 10 meters. Even better accuracy
canbe had from GPS receivers meant for survey-
ing use. Two-meter accuracy is claimed for the

survey units. Somewhat better survey units can
get accuracy of a few centimeters by using phase

measurement techniques on the signals. Some
really high-end units claim 0.5 mm accuracy.

The survey DGPS receivers store the raw data
from satellites, which can be post-processed to
get the differential corrections. Some ofthe units
have sufficient internal memory to store readings

at 1 -second intervals for most ofa day. The prices

for the survey units start at about $3 000 A phase-

measurement unit is over $5000, and prices go up
to about $50,000. To do DGPS, you need two
receivers, but it is not necessary to buy two
receivers. Many states provide the service of
fixed base stations recording GPS data. Survey-
ors can subscribe to this data.

Experiments

Bob Hoke bought a Garmin 75 receiver, and

I bought a slightly newer Garmin 45. As of this
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writing, the Garmin 45 is one ofthe lowest priced
receivers on the market at about $300

Since the low end clf the market is dominated
by marine users, most ofthe receivers have a serial
port that puts out a data stream in one or more of
the formats specified by the National Marine
Electronics Association (NMEA) The NMEA
data stream may be captured by any communica-
tions program. The Garmin 45 gives latitude and

longitude to 0.001 minute. The older Garmin 75

gives locations to 0.01 minute. The coordinates
are given once approximately every two seconds.

A program was written to convert the latitude-
longitude data to meters in the Universal Trans-
verse Mercator (UTM) system and subtract the
average for the session. In all the figures in this
article, the average location has been subt ract ed
frcmtledata.

Many GPS receivers can periodically store
locations as waypoints along a track. The stored

waypoints can be downloaded to a computer
using a proprietary protocol. This does not
require carrying a computerinto thefield. Forthis
study computers were used to capture the NMEA
data stream in order to collect the maximum
amount of data.

Figure I shows the data that were obtained
fromthe Garmin45 during a SO-minute session on
February 12, 1995. The three plots on the left
show the individual north, east, and altitude com-
ponents ofthe location after the average location
was subtracted. The plot on the right shows the
map view (north and east) coordinates. The
receiver was stationary during the session, but it
gave alocation that wandered around The GPS

locations could be enclosed rn a70 by 100 meter
rectangle. The average was about I 1 meters from
the location that was read as carefully as possible

from a |.24000 topographic map.

The variation is rapid enough so that we can't
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go from a benchmark, to the cave, back to the
benchmark and then interpolate with time to get
the correction. This is what we would do with
altimeters, because atrnospheric pressure varies
slowly, but GPS locations vary too rapidly.

The less technical descriptions ofDGPS make

sound like it is sinrply a matter of taking the
difference between the coordinates from two
receivers. Most cavers can only afford the cheap

GPS units. We thought that it should be possible

to do DGPS by logging the coordinates from two
cheap units to computers. When I called one of
the manufacturers about this possibility, the tech-
nician pointed out that the two receivers must be

using the same set of satellites. The cheap receiv-
ers will accept the differential corrections, but
they will not put out the corrections.

Some of the more technical literature points
out that the order of correction operations is

important and that the corrections should be

applied to the raw data. The survey systems do
post-processing with the raw survey data. Obvi-
ously, the cheap GPS units must be using the raw
satellite data internally, but they do not put that
out. I suspect that there are only a few lines of
firmware and a fair chunk of memory difference
between the marine units and the survey units.
Some manufacturers even use the same plastic
cases.

Despite the suggestions that it might not be the
best way to do things, we decided to try a Do-It-
Yourself (DIY) DGPS with two cheap receivers
on the possibility that might provide a significant
improvement over the accuracy of a single re-
ceiver. On May 6, the Garmin 45 was set up in the
same location as in February. This was a near-
ideal site. It was on the roof of a car in alarge
empty parking lot. Seven or eight satellites were
usable at all times. Data were logged for over 2.5
hours. The coordinates with the average sub-
tracted are shown in Figure 2. The spikes at
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around 900 seconds are due to experimenting c.oordinatesfromtheGarminT5variedmorethan

with battery-saver mode while the unit was run: theGarmin45 Thesectionstartingatabout4500

ning. Again, the coordinates could be enclosed in seconds where the altitude does not change indi-

about a70by 100 meter rectangle. The averaged *c.ates that the unit could not see the four satellites

location was 1 5 meters from the 1".",i"r;l;;;; that necessary for 3 -dimensional navigation and

readfromthetopomapand5.g5metersfromthe went into 2-D mode Because of this data and

February average. because we could see obstructions,.we are sure

Also on May 6, the Garmin 75 was set up n"u, thut.the two units were not seeing the same set of

a house in a residential neighborhood about 11 satellites'

kilometers frorn the Gannin 45. The Garmin 75 when we compare Figures 2 and3, we can see

location had houses and trees as obstructions. Its that there is a high degree of correlation between

data were loggerJ for a longer period that over- the coordinate variations of the two receivers at

lapped the Garmin 45 data, so we are able to make some times, but there are also times when they

a comparison at the same times. The coordinates differed greatly' The differences between the

with the average subtracted are shown in Figure Garmin 45 and 75' again with the average sub-

3. Because the latitude and longitude we.J..- tracted, areshowninFigure4' Thedifferencesdo

ported to 0.01 minute at the serial port,,6. notshowmuchofanimprovementovertheraw

coordinates change in steps ten times largei that data- Even where it looks like the trvo units are

theGarmin45. A0.0lminuterectangleiJ4.4rr deadon,asforthealtitudesaround2500or3600

by 18.498 meters. The Garmin 75 reports to seconds' there is about a 2O-second difference

better accuracy on its front panel dispiay rne htYell,#;ru;:#i:"t:#:t#:ffii?::i#
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The conclusion is that this attempt at DIY DGPS
did not work. Another trial with identical receiv-
ers where both have good coverage might work,
but we certainly can't count on it. We can only
hope fior the prices on surveying GPS units to
come down. The only real difference between
marineunits and surveyunitsis the internal memory
for saving raw data.

A comparison with the average tells us about
consistency, not accuracy. Reading a location
from a map has errors of its own. To get an idea

ofabsolute accuracy, the Garmin 45 was set up at
a geodetic benchmark on Spruce Knob, the high-
est point in West Virginia, on Septemb er 4,1995.
Receiving conditions were good, with 6 or 7

satellites in use at all times. The results of that
session are shown in Figure 5. The latitude and

longitude ofthe benchmark were gotten from the
National Geodetic Survey. The averaged GPS
location was 11 meters due west of the actual

location. The loggingwas interruptedto savethe
datato disk, giving four sessions of 1 5, 16, 18, and

3 1 mimutes with locations 23, 9, 20, and3 meters
from the actual location. Averaging

It is evident that the average locations are

reasonably accurate. How often and for how long
should we sample? I'll express my opinion. You
should refer to the figures to follow my reasoning.

The sampling should be frequent enough so

that more frequent sampling will not change the
average" This means that we should have points
on all of the peaks and during times of rapid
change. The maximum number ofwaypoints that
can be stored in the GPS receiver could limit the
number of samples that can be taken. Otherwise,
we would just sample as frequently as possible.

From the figures, it looks like every l0 to 30

seconds is a reasonable rate.
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The duration must be longer than the longest
peak. Otherwise, we might as well just take one
reading. A l0 minute session would get the
average offthe peak. The duration should cover
at least one complete cycle of the longest-period
coordinate changes that we see in our logs in
order to get a zero average for a cycle. More
cycles would be better. The coordinate changes

are very irregular, but it looks like a 3O-minute
logging session would cover the longest cycle.

Conclusions

A single GPS location has 50 to 100 meter
accuracy. Averaging can increase the accuracyto
10 to 20 meters. The data should be averaged for
at least 30 minuteswith 10to 30 seconds between
samples, with 10 minutes being the shortest pe-

riod for which averaging is of any benefit.

The traditional way of locating caves is to plot
their location on topographic maps and measure

their coordinates on the map. If good maps are

available and locations can be plotted relative to
easily distinguished topographic features, the tra-

ditional method is better than GPS. There are

some valid reasons for using GPS, such as fea-
tureless areas or areas with poor maps. tlntil
Selective Availability is turned offor the price of
surveying GPS units comes down, we will con-
tinue to use topographic maps as the primary
method for locating caves with GPS as a check for
blunders.

P.S. The White House announced on March 29.
1996thatthe most precise GPS datawill be made
available to civilian users. Press accounts did not
make it clear exactlywhat this would involve. The
military has two channels of encrypted Precision
Code (P-code) on two different frequencies. Ci-
vilians have another channel of Coarse Acquisi-
tion (C/A) signals. The C/A signals are inherently
less accurate than P-code, and the C/A signals are

further degraded by Selective Availability. The
new policywill be phased in overfour to tenyears.
Selective Availability could be turned offin a few
hours as the GPS satellites pass over ground
stations. Use ofthe P-Code would require a new
seneration of receivers for civilian use.

'Now THAT'S wltAT
AN ACURATE
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Why Have Lava Tube Survey Standards?

b1t:,'.K'Euih,Allred

.,,,,,,RCcentlyl,Carlehe,rAIIied lnd I have

done a iot of surveying in the lava tubel of
fia*aii.,wtren we tealiied help *Cs,,needCd

to finish surveying Kazumura Cave in
.""so.t"bi" time, we felt it important to
prefare othbrs as,much as,,possible befoie
they began mapping with us by letting
them...know, some of the,qualities,.,we aie
aifiing...foi...in:.oUt "slied mepsr We naO

found challenges in lava tube surveying
not usually found in carbonate caves.

..Most horiiontal caves of any..,kind,were
traditionally surveyed with on$ plan ViCws,

and sometimes without even measured in-
clihations , The,,ratibnalization was that
sirrce,the cave,wss horizontel, or rreaflt so,

why.Uolhtl 16. d0: sombthing not, realiy
need€d in order to,portfay'the cave. How-
,evei, weaie lbarnin$flom experiehce that
regardless of the shape of a cave, both
profile and plan view along ,nittt

,...,inlincationsi: ere abSolutely, necessery,,,to

understand and "see" passages on paper.
nS we iio#lyr.'..,but....Suraty,,. *orteo on

,,,Kaiumure with,,our, stnrldards,i wonOerfyl

,,,tnin$S rstsrted:,to unfold;, Soon? i.*e could
moie,:,easilt:::kno* whefe to find,..hew pas-

sage, dig major connnections to extend the
systbm; and understailO 66w,the features
in the cave formsi. ,,\ile,w31[ pCying a

i,,h 
i gh ei piice, iim ewise, but gettin g *n- 

i g ger

Surveying has become the only way to
ibally exploib ttre,,teib; eno we',ie hooked
on the means. As we study other maps of
lava tub€s, to, compare them, fo,I(azutu u-ra,

the only,,,ones that:aae useful are,thosCI few
with, plCn; : piofiles; and, cioss,,,seCtiOnS, To
thbse,,*ho take the time,,,do,do it right,
plbase keep up the,glgaf ,:work,:so,,we can,

-"see" what your,,caies,are reallt:like. 
,

In order to make an accurate map, surveys

must be concise, and notes complete. Please

finish the entire area you are working in system-

atically. THE RULE IS, SURVEY EVERY-
THING THAT YOU CAN GET THROUGH
WITH YOUR F{ELMET ON YOUR HEAD. If
it looks good, you can dig and/or push it harder.

We realize that the low passages are truly tortu-
ous, but we are doing them anyway.

KAZUMURA CAVE PROJECT OF THE HSS
. ST]RVBY STANDARDS

Bring extra footwear, several tee shirts, a
couple pair of pants, and a couple of long sleeve

shirts. We have found that the tee shirts can be

worn over the long sleeved shirts for extra protec-
tion. Knee pads and gloves are needed, and

possibly elbow pads as well. Temperatures are

maybe about 60 degrees F and will lower as we
continue in elevation. Bring vertical gear for
pitches up to 50 feet with 20 foot overhangs. We
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have plenty of rope on the Island. We also are

using an extension ladder f,cr high leads. Bring a
set ofpoly pro for the many wet days anticipated.
Most of us have been using electric headlamps
with D cells. Use the brighter type bulbs available
as the lava soaks up light more than you can

believe. As a guideline, you can just make out
walls 20 feet away with the dim bulbs.

Nearly all of the survey points should be
marked with small, marked flagging (we plan on
taking these out r,vhen we are sure no more side/
overhead connections are possible), and any
unsurveyed leads should be marked with a long
piece of flagging stretched part way across the
passage so we can know to survey it or tie it into
a sidei upper passage. We are committed to a
good job, and will re-survey portions if they are

not done right Where the survey ends each day,
a long piece of flagging is stretched across the
passage. That way a return trip will easily find the
point. We are using fiberglass tapes in feet and

tenths. Bring your own instruments (water-
proofed) and tape at least 100 feet long with an

extra tape refill along with 6 ring-binder and

survey pouch. You are welcome to donate rite-
in-rain pages, as this Project has no budget.

INSTRUMENTS PERSON

l. Avoid sighting with a large steel reflector on
your headlamp, or other magnetic steel such

as a justrite headlamp. Keep flashlights and

other magnetic objects away from the com-
pass. Watch out for headlamp battery packs!

Kazumura Cave has inconsistent magnetic
anomalies with fbre and backshot discrepan-

cies ofup to 10 degrees. The best we can do
to rectify this problem is to just try and be

accurate and use overland surveys to known
geographical references. So far, we have
made 5 of these control points for the cave

system. When possible, we keepthe compass

away from the rock, but do not know if this
really helps.
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Ifyou wish, you may want to take both back
and fore shots, but it is up to your own
judgment. Double check all measurements
relayed to the sketcher. Azimuth and incli-
nometer readings are in degrees. Remember
that ifthe inclinometer reading is backwards,
the survey will be twice as wrong vertically.
Be sure that your inclinometer is the type that
reads 90 degrees when you view it straight
up.

Have only one eye open when sighting with
compass. Keep the compass level.

Make sure survey gear is in the pack before
leaving camp.

Compass declination must be set at zero tf
you insist on using a Brunton.

LEAD PERSON

Don't forget to bring flagging and marker
for marking survey points.

Mark and label the entrance point/s. Also
mark points at all leads and dig sites by
securing marked flagging out ofthe way of
traffic from both directions.

3. Double check tape measurements

4. Tie into a previous survey.

Contraction cracks occur every few feet
along the walls. Cracks about one eight of
an inch are ideal to hang the end ofthe tape
in. These can be chosen as ideal points,
especially at eye level.

Don't get carried away running down the
passage past leads. Please spot them and

put a point near them. We do not want to re-

2.

J.

4.

5.

t.
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survey down the main passages to get to a
lead?} feet long. Leads up to 20 feet or so

canjust be sketched and not surveyed. It is
best to get these guys surveyed systemati-
cally as you go. Mike Shambaugh found
that a penlight with a tag of duct tape and

small nails stuck through the tape makes a
good point light to hang offthe first survey
point. This leaves the sketcher free to
sketch while the point man is running out
the tape, setting a new point, and sighting
the instruments. The sketcher can take a
moment and turn offthe penlight when the
readings are done.

7 . The shots will be longer and easier to place

if the survey points are chosen so that they
are somewhere on the outside walls of
bends rather than the inside ofthe bends. If
the stretched tape is left hanging from the
points, a more exact compass reading is
possible by sighting under the tape (and

away from the wall).

SKETCHER

l. You control the survey and are responsible

to note any special features. There are

three words to keep in mind. They are

accuracy, detail, and redundancy. Record
all surveypoints onboth plan ard prof ile.
This dorlcle dredcs anybhrders in li.st-
ing the points elsewhere. Record
badcstrobs srbottrtheaziruU:rard fuc1i-
nation (when indicated). This double
checks anyblunders in the plan and profile
views. Survey points can be abbreviated
such as recording "M", rather than
"8233I|d" (however, somewhere on each

page should be the complete designation if
pages are ever mixed up). Record the

depths of drops and ledges. Flow ledges

are different than levies which usually oc-
cur on the floor near entrances or former

Contpass &Tape Volunre 12, Number 4, Is.sue 4A

entrances. You do not need to put drop
depths on levies if they are less than one
foot high. We seem to be seeing less ofthe
levee features as we go up the mountain.
The symbol for levies are straight lines

without tick marks. It may be good to
note where the levies begin and end or
fade to insignificance.

2. Double check relayed measurements by
calling out the readings and getting a

confirmation.

3. Sketch to one inch equals 50 feet, marking
your scale. Mark a north arrow on each

page. Number each survey point. Include
both plan and running profile views to
scale. Figure I, is an example ofa running
profile. You may use a protractor and

ruler for accuracy. It is your job to catch

survey blunders while sketching. NOTE:
lava tubes are almost always sinuously
graceful and not faceted. Walls and ceil-
ing are usually very uniform and smooth,

especially in lowerpassage. The stretched

survey tape should usually be left hanging

' or allowed to fall straight down so the
sketcher can get the passage curves ori-
ented correctly in relation to the straight
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4.

during which time the lead person can be

reelingup behind me. In orderto do this
the reel should be left with the sketcher

at all times, and wedged behind/under a

rock or projection, while the lead person

unreels.

Notes shall be returned to the appropri-
ate place at the close of each day. The
new cave entrances should be pinpointed
on atopo map ifthey aregoingto beused

for new entry points. In addition the
sketcher should draw a map from that
entrance to the nearest road. Each expe-

dition, we have screwed up on surveys
with bad instruments, blunders, or sub-

standard surveys. This last time, we will
have to re-survey about one mile. We
need to get it right the first time if
possible! Overland surveys MUST have

both inclinations and compass readings

to be worth anything. A quick sketch of
the overland survey would be very good
for redundancy. A sketch of important
overland features is also helpful, and

helps catch blunders.

Higher, fossil passage is often hidden in
alcoves behind breakdown high above

the floor. Check carefully for these.

Some are real miserable, but need push-

ing. These can be both tributaries and

effluent passages. Significant mazes have

been found in these.

Measure or estimate distance to walls.
ceiling and floor perpendicularto survey

travel. See Figure 2for an illustration of
these measurements. Noting ifthe mea-

sures areto breakdown help in interpret-
ing the notes. You can us the slash

method ifyou want. An example is 5/8 as

a wall distance measurement, indicating
distance to nearer and further walls.
From time to time, pace offthe width of

5.

the passage and this will help you estimate

the height. Be sure and list the measure-

ments for the first survey number listed on

the line ifno special page format structure
is used...in other words, if you use blank
pages and list the points in one line. This
is the way we have found best and our
smaps computer program is set this way.

7. Draw lots of cross sections. These cross

sections should be the same width and

height as the plan and profile views. We
do these at most survey points in the main
passage and frequently in side and overly-
ing passage. They should be at least every
100 feet. We are trying to stack our cross
sections on the multi-levels, so you can

plan them accordingly near connection
points.

8. Include all detail such as floor fill, air
movement, AA lava, etc. and features

such as geology, drip formations, drops,
flowledges, archaeological sites, and fauna.

Use standard NSS symbols and the ones

suggested below.

9. For each passage ending or lead, describe

exactly, such as "t.t. 7 inches high, no

air.", or "lava seal", or "dig in BKDN".

6.
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1l

Number each page as you use your survey

book.

IMPORTANT!! The page containing the
survey data should be opposite the sketched
passage containing that data, even if only
one shot is recorded on the survev data

page. Survey data shots should only be

recorded one time to avoid later confu-
sion.

12. The order of shot stations listed on the
page determines whether the shot is re-
corded as foreshot or backshot.

13. Theazimuthand inclinationreadings should

both be either backshots or foreshots. Ifa
backshot. mark it as such on both az. and

inclination. Mark BS for backshots and

leave blank for foreshots. Every inclina-
tion should either read and recorded with
plus or minus (+or-). Realize that lava

cannot flow uphill, however, there are

places where it has seeped downwards,
leaving depressions The general trend,
however, is downhill. Using this knowl-
edge and the floor measurements, the
sketcher can often double check the accu-
racy of inclinations.

SUGGESTED MAPSYMBOLS
(in addition lo standard symbols)

\'( I ROOTS
t,

<r or-.r- LAVA BALL

FLOOR LEVEE

Y fTr DRIP FoRMAIoNS

CAULIFLOWER AA LAVA

PAHOEHOE |:AVA

nAnn

dD

-)t'llow lEEp ls tT .

VJe Neel 1e
KNoW FOR
.IllE /rAAP' "

,r(((

'ylt,,tlt'

The Carbide Dump

z)
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cerc,gra fie
Corner

by Pat Kambesis

Effective use of line widths is a subtle but
important drafting technique for both hand and com-
puter drafted maps. In computer drawing or drafting
programs, a selection of line widths is a user-option
within the programs. For hand drafted maps, varia-
tions in line widths are rendered using pens ofdifferent
line weights (see Table below). For either method, the

range of line widths used is a function ofthe size ofthe
map.

Though most cartographers have their personal
preferences in how to utilize line widths, a good
general rule is to use the thickest line width to draw the

walls of the cave passage (in plan, profile). The next
width (or two) down can be used to draw in cross

sections and passage features (changes in ceiling
heights, ceiling/floor channels slopes, ledges, pits,

etc.) Some cartographers like to use an even narrowef
width to draw in floor detail ( flowstone, sediments,

formations). And for rendering wall detail on vertical
profiles and perspectives, the finest widths or weights '

are used.

The variation in line/pen widths provides a visu-
al ly gradational emphas is from wall s down to the inner

DRAFTING PEN/LINE WIDTHS

Pen Line Suggested
size width uses

(mm)

2 .6 passage walls
I .5 passage walls/features/cross sections

match lines, leader lines
0 .35 passage/floor detail
00 .30 floor detail
000 .25 floor detail
4x0 .18 wall detail (profiles)
6x0 .13 wall detail (profiles)

features of the passage. Also, using narrower line

widths for inner passage detail allows the cartographer
to include a good amount of floor detail without
making the rendering look too cluttered. Wall details
in profiles absolutely require the finest of pen/line

widths.

Two maps which exemplifi' effective use of line
widths are the hand-drafted map on the adjacent page

of Du San Dong by Carol Vesely and the computer
drawn map on the cover o f this C o mpas s & Tape issue

of Monolith Rift by David Parr.

Vesely's use of different pen widths comes across

very nicely in the Du San Dong map. The thickest line
width she uses is on the walls both in plan and profile.
For the cross sections, the next line width down was

used. There is a lot of intricate floor detail in the plan
view which she was able to portray because ofthe use

of a narrower width line (relative to the passage and
cross section width line). The profile also displays a

lot of wall detail which she was able to include because

she used a 4 x 0 pen. The end result is a richly detailed
plan and a profile with a sense of "volume" to the
rendering.

The Monolith Rift map is anothergood example of
effective use of line widths i.e. thickest on walls in the

- profi le, narrower widths in plan and for passage detail.
Parr doesn't use the same range of widths as Vesely,
but he does employ shading to give volume to the
profile and a sense of more floor detail..

There are a few problems that one should be aware
ofand take into consideration when using very thin line
widths. For computer-drawn or drafted maps, one
needs a good quality output device in order to produce
the fine-line widths. The very fine-width pen (4x0,
6x0) used forhand-drafting are problematic inthatthe
pen tips get clogged frequently and require a lot of
maintenance. Also, if one is going to use fine-width
pens regularly, a sonic pen cleaner is well worth the
monetary investment (they ain't cheap). In the ab-
sence ofthe expensive sonic cleaner, I have foundthat
fine width pens when they quit working (which they
will and irreparably so) make great darts.
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